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Dear Sirs : 

The NRC-sponsored Lover Head Sa~llng Progra~ vas successfully ca.pleted on 
March 2, 1990. Some residual fuel vas removed by the sa.pllng program and 
data gathered during the sampling enabled us to Improve our knowledge of 
residua l fuel In the lncore nozzles. As discussed In the THI-2 Defuellng 
Comp letion Report <OCR>, a final cleanup vas to be conducted Immediately 
following the sampling progra•. A video Inspection of the Lover Core Support 
Assembly <LCSA> and bottom head regions followed the final cleanup to reassess 
the amount of core debris re~lnlng . As part of this video Inspection, an 
attempt vas made to examine areas of the LCSA that were previously 
Inaccessible . 

The resul t of this work vas that the residual fuel estimates have been 
rev i sed . The tota l quantity of residual fuel <I .e., U<>z> In the THI-2 
fac i lity Is nov estimated to be less than 850 kg <I .e . , less than 1~ of the 
original core Inventory> . In addition, analyses have been performed based on 
as-defueled Reactor Vessel conditions which Indicate an Increased margin of 
subcrltlcallty In the THI-2 Reactor Vessel . 
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The attached report provides the results of the March 1990 video Inspection, 
the updated criticality analyses, and clarification of several OCR lte•s 
discussed vtth the NRC during the recent revlev of the OCR. As these changes 
Increase the .argln of safety for the THI-2 facl11ty beyond that described In 
the OCR, CPU Nuclear Intends to transition THI-2 to Facility Mode 2 on 
April 27, 1990, as planned. 

EDS/mkk 

Attachment 

Sincerely, 

"{{l /J (4J.L 
H. B. Roche 
Director, THI-2 

cc : T. T. Hartin- Deputy Regional Administrator , Region I 
J . F. Stolz - Director, Plant Directorate I-4 
L. H. Thonus -Project Manager. THI Site 
F. I . Young- Senior Resident Inspector, THI 
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Results of Post-lower Head Sa!pllng PrograM Cleanup 

Following the NRC-sponsored lower Head Sampling Program, a final cleanup was 
conducted, as discussed In the TMI-2 Defuellng Completion Report <OCR> . A 
video Inspection of the lo~er Core Support Assembly <LCSA> and bottoa head 
regions was also perfor~ed In March 1990 to determine the a.aunt of core 
debris remaining. This Inspection Included an ·examlnatlon of areas of the 
LCSA that were previously Inaccessible due to equlp-.nt design . As a result, 
residual fuel estimates have been revised. In addition, the criticality 
analyses presented In the OCR were based on the September 1989 estimates of 
residual fuel quantities and locations . Revised analyses have been perfor~d 
based on the January 1990 "as-defueled" Reactor Vessel <RV> Inspection . 

The following presents the results · of the March 1990 video Inspection , the 
criticality analyses , and clarification of several OCR Items previously 
discussed with the NRC 

Results of March 1990 VIdeo Inspection 

Based on the March 1990 video Inspection , the tota l quantity of residual fuel 
(I . e. , U02> In the lCSA and bottom head regions was reduced to 272 .7 and 
23 .3 kg, respectively <See Table 1> . Thus, the total quantity of residual 
fuel In the RV and the TMI-2 facility Is now estl.ated to be 608.8 and 833 .8 
kg, respectively . The location and mass of the residual fuel deposits are 
detailed on a sub-region basts as follows : 

lower Core Support Assembly Region 

Between lower Grid Rib Section <LGRS> and Lower Grid Distributor Plate <LGDP> 

The March 1990 video Inspection verified that two small masses seen In 
the January 1990 video Inspection, amounting to 1.7 kg of resolidified 
core debris <Type 3>. remain In this area . In addition , there Is a thin 
layer of fine debris <Type I> uniformly distributed on the surface of the 
LGDP amounting to 0.9 kg . Therefore, the total quantity of core debris 
estimated to be In this area Is 2.6 kg <2 .0 kg U02> · 

lGDP Peripheral Flow Holes 

In the January 1990 video Inspection of this area, all but two holes were 
Inspected and seen to contain no debris . To be conservative , these holes 
were assumed to be full of debri s. However, the remaining two holes were 
examined during the March 1990 video Inspection and were verified to be 
empty . 
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Between LGOP and Forging 
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During the Hlrch 1990 video Inspection, It vas observed that only one 
-.ss of core debris <Type 3> re-.lns In the southeast quadrant rather 
than the three -.sses seen during the January 1990 Inspection. Based on 
the estl-.ted volu~e, a total of 0.3 kg of residual core debris remains . 
In addition, there Is a thin layer of fine debris <Type 1> on the surface 
of the forging a~untlng to 1.2 kg. Therefore, the total quanlty of core 
debris In this area Is estimated to be 1.5 kg <1 . 1 kg U02>. 

Forging Peripheral Flow Holes 

During the March 1990 video Inspection, an attempt vas made to Insert a 
camera Into each of the siK ~emalnlng small diameter holes In the forging 
that were not eKa•lned during the January 1990 video Inspection. Three 
of these holes were observed to be void of f uel , one hole was 
approwl.ately 1/3 full of resolidified debris <Type 3), and one hole vas 
approKI.ately 2/3 full of resolidified debris <Type 3) . The remaining 
hole was verified to be full of small stones, I. e. , resolidified debris 
<Type 3) . Of the large diameter flow holes , 21 were observed to contain 
varying amounts of resolidified debris <Type 3) . Based on the est imated 
volu .. , there Is 123.8 kg of residual core debris <89.9 kg U02> 
re.alnlng In these holes. 

Inside Support Post Stubs 

The Inside support posts were cut off 5. 1 to 10.2 c• <2 to 4 Inches> 
above the top of the forging . It vas relatively easy to vacuum loose 
debris <Type 1> out of the stubs . During the cleanup following the Lower 
Head Sampling Program, the small rocks that were previously seen In the 
stubs were also vacuu~d out. Therefore, no residual core debris remains 
In these stubs . 

Between Forging and Incore Culde Support Plate <ICSP> 

The space between the forging and the ICSP Is 1.3-cm (1/2-lnch> wide 
where the forging Is the thickest . Because of the taper on the forging, 
the space Increases to 20.3 em <B Inches> at the peri phery. This region 
vas cleaned with a flushing tool Inserted through a nu•ber of the holes 
In the forging and operated to flush both the hole and the space below 
the hole. Based on the March 1990 video Inspection, It Is estimated that 
there Is 180.1 kg of core debris <Type 3> In this region . The bulk of 
that core debris Is In the for• of a single solidified mass of 
approKimately 150 kg <110 kg U02> In the southeast quadrant of this 
region. This mass Is Inaccessible to defuellng because of the pattern of 
cutting of the forging. In any event, the configuration and condition of 
this mass Is such that criticality Is not a concern [I .e . • mass Is less 
than the Safe Fuel Hass Limit <SFML>J. 
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In addition, there Is a thin layer of fine debris <Type 1> uniformly 
distributed on the surface of the IGSP. Also observed was a piece of 
fuel rod approxl.ately 30.5-cm (12-lnches> In length that was assu .. d to 
be filled vlth fuel pellets and which vas located such that It could not 
be removed. The total amount of Type 1 -aterlal Is 1.9 kg. Therefore, 
the total quantity of core debris estimated to be .ln this area Is 182.0 
kg of core debris <132.9 kg U02>. This estl.ate Includes debris 
observed In the flov holes In the IGSP. 

Between IG5P and Flow Distributor 

Based on the March 1990 video Inspection, It Is estimated that there Is 
6.5 kg of resolidified core debris <Type 3) In this area and 1.1 kg of 
loose, fine debris <Type 1> distributed on the surfaces of this area. 
Therefore, the total quantity of core debris estl.ated to be In this area 
Is 7.6 kg <5 .5 kg uo2> · 

Bottom Head Region 

Head Surface 

The bottom head region vas examined In the March 1990 video Inspection. 
There appears to be a fine dusting of material <Type 1> distributed over 
the entire bottom head surface except for tvo patches where the granular 
material vas somewhat deeper [an average of 0.3-cm <0.1-lnch>l. Based on 
the estimated volume, 11 .2 kg of core debris (8.1 kg U02> remains In 
this area. 

Incore Instrument Nozzles 

Nineteen lncore Instrument nozzles have partial guide tubes standing 
above them which could have prevented material from collecting In the 
nozzles If the Instrument strings were still Intact <Including the spiral 
seal> . Guide tubes around the remaining 33 nozzles have been removed and 
the Instrument strings severed. A number of the nozzles were melted off, 
some to vlthln 2.5 em Cl Inch) of the head surface . During the Lower 
Head Sampling Program, 14 of the lncore nozzles were cut and removed. 
These nozzles ~tre videotaped during and following removal . The results 
of that video examination provide the basts for estimating the remaining 
residual fuel . As a conservative upper limit, It Is assumed that ten of 
the 33 lncore nozzles have the annular space between the Instrument 
string and the Inside of the nozzle/guide pipe filled vlth loose debris 
<Type 1) to a depth of 2.4 meters C8 feet> . ten contain no debris, and 13 
contain a 2.5-cm Cl-Inch> long plug of resolidified fuel material In the 
annular space . Based on the estimated volumes, 12.5 kg of loose core 
debris CType 1> and 0.3 kg of resolidified debris <Type 3> are estimated 
to reside In these locations . Therefore , the total quantity of core 
debris estimated to be In this area Is 12.8 kg <9 .2 kg U02> · 

Standing Incore Guide Tubes 

The quantity of core debris reported In the OCR vas In error . The 
correct value Is 8.2 kg of core debr is <6 .0 kg UOz> remaining In this 
area . 
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ieactor Vessel Residual Fuel Criticality Assess .. nt 

Criticality Safety Analysis 

An updated criticality safety analysts was perfor .. d based on the January 
1990 video lnsprctlon results. That analysts Incorporated a ~re 
conservative approach than that reported In the DCA In that the fuel 
dtbrls was ~tiled entirely as burned batch 3 fuel <I.e . , 2.67 wt ~ 
U-235 enrlc~nt>. The analysis discussed here was developed for actual 
plant conditions <I.e . , as existed In January 1990>. The criticality 
calculations presented were perfor .. d by Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
<ORNL> and were reported tn·Reference 1. 

The ~~1. shown In Figure I, represents the end state RV condition 
following the ca.pletlon of In-vessel defuellng (I.e., January 1990) . 
Tht thrte .. lor areas where core debris resides are the RV botta. head, 
the LCSA, and the core for .. r arta <I.e., between the core for .. r baffle 
plates and tht core barrel> In the ·Upper Core Support Asse~ly <UCSA> . 
Fuel accu.ulatlons In other locations within the vessel were considered 
to be too s .. 11 <I .e. , .uch less than the SFHL> and/or separated froa 
these three areas by a far enough distance [I .e., the equivalent of 
approxl .. tely 30.5 c• <12 Inches> of water , Reference 21 so as not to 
cause a reactivity Increase due to neutronlc Interaction between these 
areas . Additionally, the conservative debris quantities that were 
-adelled will ~re than co.pensate for the s .. ll quantity of debris not 
specifically .adelled. Details of the -adelllng of each of the regions 
follow: 

Core For•r Region 

To conservative ly .odel remaining debris In the core former area, It was 
assu•d that a 0.3-cm <0.1-lnch> thick, 3-meter (10-foot> high surface 
debris layer remained attached to the core barrel . This conservative 
representation of the core former region also bounds the limited amount 
of core debris that remains In the regions above/outside the UCSA . 

Lower Core Support Assembly 

The .. jor focus and detail of the geometrical -adel occurred In the 
.adelllng of this region. The LGRS and LGDP were assumed to be of the 
sa .. radial thickness [I .e. , 12 .7 em <5 Inches>, 6R of Figure ll and 
the lower grid forging and the IGSP were assu .. d to be of the sa .. radial 
thickness [I.e., 50 .8 em <20 Inches> , 6R of Figure 1). 

The f low holes In both the LGRS and the LGOP are void of fuel . There Is 
soae debris on these plates but much less than Is modelled (figure 1> . 
The flow holes In the forging were assumed to be filled such that 5~ of 
the forging volu .. In the model Is comprised of a debris/water mixture 
and SOt Is stainless steel . To account for the small amount of core 
debris remaining In the IGSP flow holes, this plate was modelled as two 
regions . The Inner region contained only water and steel <I .e, . the 
plate holes are empty> . The outer region (I .e . , closer to the vessel 
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watt> was .adetled wit~ the holes c~tetely filled with-an optl8llly 
.oderated core debris/water •lxture . The Inner and outer regions of the 
IGSP were 35.6 c• <14 Inches> and 15.2 c• (6 Inches> , respectively, In 
radial thickness . An additional conservative assu.ptlon Included In the 
.odel was that the flow holes In the forging were filled with fuel and 
unborated water In an optl8ll •lxture, even though , 8lny of the holes 
were free of debris . 

Althc•,gh significant portions of the lcSA plates were free of debris, a 
debvi S layer was applied to each of the .odelled LCSA plates to account 
fa:· any debris that could not be re~ved frc. the plate surfaces . These 
Gebrls layers were conservatively assumed to extend the entire 360• 
around the RV . 

The thickness of the debris layer on top of the LGRS was assu .. d to be 
0.3 c• (0.1 Inch> . Between the LGRS and the LGOP, two debris 
accueulatlons were .adelled. The ~lrst was a 0 . 3-c~ <0.1-lnch> radial 
thickness accu.ulatlon located on the outer periphery of this region 
which extended axially the entire distance between the two plates . The 
second debris layer .odelled In this region was a 0.3-c• <O. t-lnch> 
thickness placed on top of the LGOP. The region between the LGDP and the 
lower grid forging was sl•llarly .odelled with these two debris layers. 

Due to the s.all separation distance between the tower grid forging and 
the IGSP (I .e. , 1.3-c• (1/2-lnch>l, there has been ll•lted access to the 
area underneath the lower grid forging . However , to support the 
conservative approach, the a.aunt of core debris .adelled In this region 
was assu.ed to be .uch larger than that assu.ed for other areas of the 
LCSA. Based on the January 1990 video Inspection, the core debris was 
assumed to fill the outer 20.3 c• <8 Inches> frc. the vessel wall Inward 
over the entire distance separating the lower grid forging frc. the 
IGSP . The reaalnlng radial 17 .8 em <7 Inches> of this region were free 
of debris accu•ulatlons and were .adel led as unborated water only. 
Underneath the IGSP, a 3.8-cm <1 .5- lnch> layer of debris with a 5.1-c• 
<Z-Inch> radial thickness was modelled representing debris left In the 
"knuckle" of the flow distributor plate . 

The actual vertical offsetting of the plates was conservatively 
neglected . Instead , the LCSA plates were assu .. d to have a constant 
outer radius corresponding to the lower grid forging . Sl•l larly, the 
core former and the botto. head regions were conservatively assu.ed to 
connect directly to the LCSA . No consideration was given for the effect 
of offsetting of these regions . This approach .odelled the various 
reg ions as being closer to each other than actual , !~lying neutron 
Interaction between the ~elled debris accu.ulatlons . 

A 20.3-cm <8-lnch> carbon steel region was placed on the outside of the 
annular r ing to represent the RV wall . This approach essential ly -aved 
the water region between the core barrel and the vessel wall to outside 
the vessel . This was considered appropriate and conservative since only 
smal l accumulations of debr is fines were found In this region and because 
analyses have shown stee l to be a better neutron reflector than unborated 
water . Finally, an unborated water reflector of effectively Infinite 
thickness was pl aced outsi de the carbon steel region . 
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Reactor Vessel Botto. Head 

Using a conservative approach, a 0.4-c• C0. 15-Inch> layer of core debr~s 
covering lhe entire Inside surface of the botto. head was assu.ed to 
exist In the .adel for this criticality assess .. nt; this a~nt of 
.aterlal Is greater than that observed In the botto. head region. 

Conservative Approach Su..ary 

As discussed above, significant conservative assu~tlons were built Into 
the gea.etrlcal lOde! for this analysis . These conservative ass~tlons 
are su..arlzed below: 

• Conservative values for the .adelled layers of core debris on the 
LCSA plates . 

• The entire Inside surface of the RV botta. head was assu .. d to be 
covered with a 0.4-cm CO. IS-Inch> thick layer of core debris . 

• A 0.3-c• CO. l-Inch> thick layer of core debris, with a height of 3 
meters <10 feet>, was assuMed to be attached to the core barrel In 
the core former region of the aodel . 

• Ho credit was taken for the vertical offsetting of the LCSA plates 
or the other regions of the model , and the regions between the 
plates were conservatively modelled . 

• Each of the LCSA plates was modelled with a radial thickness that 
bounded the presence of core debris on the plate . 

• The modelled debris and vessel Internals were assu .. d to extend 
360• around the periphery of the RV. 

• The flow holes, as modelled for the forging, were a:>u.,d to be 
fi ll ed with core debris and unborated water In an optl .. l mixture . 

• Unborated water was assumed to fill all portions of the RV, 
excluding the modelled debris accumulations and vessel Internals. 

• No credit was taken for the plans to eventually drain the RCS, 
essentially leaving the RV without a moderating Medium. 

~ Cons iderably more core debris was Included In the analyt ical model 
than remains In the RV <see Table 2> . 

Considering the above approach and the condition of the RV follovlng 
defuellng , It was concluded that the gea.etrlcal model descri bed above , 
Including the postulated core debris locat ions , was conservative and 
appropriately bounds the RV configuration that exists . 
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Tht original loading of the core lncludtd 56 asst~llts of 1.98 vtt 
<batch 1), &1 ass.-blles of 2. 64 vtt <batch 2), and 60 asst~llts of 2. 96 
vtt <batch J) U-235 enrlchlent . The enrlch .. nt of the fuel used In this 
evaluation vas that corresponding to burntd batch 3 fuel (I .e. , 2.67 wtt 
U-235 tnrlc~nt>. This ewtre .. ly conservatlvt assu.ptlon bounds the 
tnrlchlent of futl r..alnlng In the RV. Tht futl vas represtnted as a 
~eneous etdlu• for which the neutronlc data corresponded to a 
dodecahedral lattice of spherically shaptd futl pelltts . The size of the 
sphtrlcal ptlltts vas the equlvaltnt of standard cylindrical futl 
pellets . Another .. wl~ reactivity assu.ptlon vas the preservation of 
the pellet surface to .. ss ratio In tht fuel pellet volu ... This 
assu.ptlon tnhanced the resonance shielding effect on the U-238 
cross-sections . COnservatively, It vas also assu..d that there vas . 
nothing present In the fissile .. dla except fuel pelltts and unborated 
water. Thus, the negative reactivity efftcts dut to the presenct of 
cladding, absorber .aterlal and structural .. terlals were Ignored. 

Unborated vattr vas used for the .adtratlng .. diu•. The presence of 
resldu11 boron which would re.aln In the RV following tht draining 
process has bten Ignored . Further-art, an optl.u• fuel volu .. fraction 
<I .e, resulting In a .awl.u• k .. > for fuel and unborated water <VF. 
0.28) vas deter•lned and used In this evaluation. 

The optl.al fuel particle size for U<>z particles -adtrated with 
unborattd water was shown In previous analyses to be greater than a 
standard- size fuel pellet. However , any core dtbrls particles larger 
than standard-size pellets were considered to contain l~urltlts, as 
-.ltlng and subsequent resolldlflcatlon vas the only credible .. ans by 
which the larger particles could have been for .. d. In such a process the 
other materials within the vessel <e .g., cladding , structural .. terlals , 
and poisons> would have lnter•lwed with the fuel , thus reducing the 
reactivity of the debris. Further-are, particle sizes less than a 
standard-size pellet have been shown to be significantly less reactive 
than full pellets . Defuellng experience has Indicated that particle 
sizes much smaller than standard pellets are representative of the 
remaining core deorls . Consequently, In accordance vlth the conservative 
method used , the spherical equivalent of standard full-size pellets was 
assumed for this evaluation. 

As discussed above , a significantly conservative approach was Inc luded In 
the development of the analytical fue l model . This conservative approach 
Is summar ized below: 

• No cred it was taken for the structural or sol id material s existing 
In the debr is, though sample data has shown the presence of 
Impurit ies In all sa~les evaluated to date . 

• Unborated water, optimally •lxed with the core debr is , was assumed 
for the moderating mater ial In all fue l bear ing regions of the 
mode l . 
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• The fuel particle size was assu~d to be the equivalent of 
standard full - size pellets . 

• Actual fission product retention was considerably greater than 
that which was assu.ed In the analysts . 

• The fuel enrlch .. nt was represented as loot TMI-2 batch 3 burned 
fuel. Batch 3 fuel Is the .ost highly enriched of the TMI- 2 fuel. 

Results 

To evaluate the criticality safety consequences of the residual core 
debris In the RV, ORNL perfor~d an analysts using the Monte carlo 
ca.puter progra. KENO V.a <Reference 3) and the .adel described above. 
The result of this analysts, provided In Reference 1, Is a calculated 
neutron .ulttpllcatlon factor <k,ff) for this case of 0.945 which 
Includes the addition of 0.025 6k for ca.puter code bias . 

It Is therefore concluded that the residual core debris In the RV will 
remain subcrttlcal. Furthermore, because the core debris In the vessel 
Is well separated fra. ex-vessel debris locations, the effect of 
neutrontc coupling between In- and ex-vessel debris accu.ulatlons wil l be 
negligible during post-defueltng plant conditions . 

The analyses were perfor .. d assu•lng that the debris was optimally 
moderated with unborated water : therefore, the above conclusions vould be 
applicable whether or not the RV Is drained. A significant reactivity 
reduction vould be expected with reduced moderation, which vould be 
representative of the draining of the vessel. 

Criticality Event Analysis 

The analysts discussed above applies to the currently estl~ted residual 
core debris quantity, Its configuration, and Its distribution within the 
RV. The analysts demonstrated that there Is no potential for a 
criticality event. This section evaluates the criticality safety of a 
potential relocation and accumulation of substantial residual core debrl~ 
to the bottom head . 

Hlth approximately 609 kg of residual fuel <U02> In the RV, It can be 
postulated that the drying and spalltng of surface films, a sets•tc 
event , aging and corrosion, or other unidentified events could cause the 
residual core debris to accumulate In one area resulting In a potentially 
critical mass . However, as evidenced by the extensive defueltng effort, 
the residual core debris and contained fuel has consistently resisted 
multiple removal attempts by aggressive mechanical means . Nonetheless, 
because the total amount of residual fuel In the RV e•ceeds the SFHL, It 
Is necessary to evaluate the significance of a relocation and 
accumulation of a larger quantity of residual fuel . Therefore , the 
following evaluation bounds any credible fuel relocation . 
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The worst- cast accu.ulatlon of cort dtbrls would occur tf a substantial 
quantity of debris rtlocattd to tht botta. htad . If thts occurred. tt Is 
consldtrtd Incredible for tht debris to colltct In an ldtal sphertc&l 
gea.~try . The vessel gea.~try would not facllltatt collection In such 1 
se~ll and conflntd arrang..,nt. Most likely, dtbrls would collect on the 
botta. head In 1 pile or layer. The relatlvtly largt surface &rea of 
such a geo-etry would significantly enchance neutron leakage and. thus . 
reduce keff· This effect vas seen In tht rtsults of an analysts 
perfor .. d by ORNL. The analysts assu .. d ~re than half of the rt.atnlng 
core dtbrts In the RV Cl .e •• 350 kg) would collect In the botta. htad . 
The 350 kg value conservatively bounds the total quantity of Type 1 
debris Cl . t ., Joost . fine . granular debris) and Typt 2 debris <I .e •• 
surface fll•s> that could accu.utate In the botta. htad. The Typt 3 
dtbrls Cl . t . , rtsoltdlfltd e~terlal> ~st llktly viii r~e~tn In place and 
accounts for approxle~tely 339 kg of the 609 kg total In tht RV. As a 
modtlllng constrvatlve assu~tlon, the rtlocatlon Included the Type I 
e~ttrlil In tht annulAr g&p between tht thtretl shield and the core 
btrrel . a quantity of approxle~tely 119 kg, that ~st likely would not 
relocate due to the gea.~trlc configuration and conflnt .. nt of that 
volu ... 

The assu.,d configuration of the debris Is shown In Figure 2. Region 
L1 conta ins an opttD~I mixture of 350 kg of core debris and ~nborated 
v&ter . Region L2 contains &pproxle~ttly 500 gallons of unborated 
water . The height of L2 Is large enough to consider It an effectively 
Infinite water reflector. This 500 gallons Is significant ly ~re water 
than Is expected to accuaulate In the RV throughout PONS. The core 
debris vas assu .. d to be 2.67 vtt U-235 <I .e. , burned batch 3 fue l >. 
standard fuel pellets , and contained no \.purit ies . The r~sultant 
neutron ~lttpllcat lon for this conftgur&tlon vas keff • 0.913 
<Reference 1>, Including a 0.025 6k ca.puter code bias . Thus. there Is 
no cr iti cality safety concern associated vlth th is unlt~ely occurrence 
and resul tant configuration. 
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AFHB Cubicle FH304 

Attlct.nt 1 
441o-90-L-0026 

AFHB cubicle FH304 was Inadvertently ~ltted fr~ the OCR Table S-1, 
I .e. , AFHB Cubicles which Contains No Residual Fuel . FH304 Is the 
annular area on the 347'-6• elevation between the Reactor Building and 
the Au•lllary Building. All pathways have been Isolated since the 
accident ; thus, this area Is void of fuel . 

Results of SRG Reviews 

The THI-2 Safety Review Group <SRG> perfor .. d a detailed review of the 
preparations and conduct of the residual fuel .. asure .. nts and the 
derivation of the residual fuel values reported In the OCR . The ele .. nts 
of the fuel measurements progra• evaluated by the SRG Included the video 
Inspection plan , the sa.ple data supporting OCR fuel .ass assu~tlons, an 
Independent review of the videotapes, a verification of the c~uter 
program, observations of videotape data collection , a review of 
post-Inspection In-vessel ~rk activities and the subsequent March 1990 
video Inspection . During the review of the c~uter progra• .. thodology 
for deterMining the voluae of fuel In specific locations, a conservative 
vorst case approach was used to ensure that there was no potential for 
the residual fuel quantities reported In the OCR to exceed those used In 
the criticality safety .odel . 

The SRG concluded that the residual fuel .. asure .. nts were adequately 
performed, provided a bounding estt-ate of the residual fuel .ass and 
were suff iciently accurate to ensure that the residual fuel was properly 
Identified by location and quantity. A cOMparison of the residual fuel 
measurement results to the OCR criticality safety analysts for the RV 
found that the analysis bounded the final residual fuel configuration. 
Therefore, the SRG concluded that the measurements were adequate and 
agreed with the OCR conclusion that criticality safety was assured . 

OCR Table 5-10 Reference Errors 

The correct references for the sa~ple analyses detailed on the OCR Table 
5- 10 are as follows: 

Sample 

OTSG ' 8' 
Core Debris 
Bottom Head 
Pressurizer 
KIF-58 <B&N> 
KIF-58 (0104> 
KIF- 58 <0105> 
KIF- 58 (0111 > 

Reference 

- 10 -

5.15 
5.34 
5.37 
5.52 
5.51 
5. 51 
5.51 
5.51 
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TABLE 1 

Att&ct.ent 1 
4410-90-L-0026 

RESIDUAL FUEL QUANTIFICATION IN THE REACTOR VESSEL 

LOCATION 

Work Platfor• Region and Sus2ended Egul2.,nt 

Westinghouse Vacuu• Pu~ Nodule 
In-Vessel Filtration System 
Canister Positioning Syste• 
DNCS Inlet/Outlet Pl2lng 
Subtotal 

Dovnc0111r Region 

Cold Leg Flov Deflectors 
Hot Leg Bosses In CSS 
Outer Surface of CSS 
Surface Deposits on RV Cylindrical Shell 
Ther.al Shield Outer Surface 
Surveillance Specimen Capsule Holders 
Ther.al Shield Support Blocks 

<Top Surface> 
Ther.al Shield Inner Surface 

and Annular Gap 
Drain Holes at Bottom of 

Thermal Shield 
Core Catchers/Seismic Restraint Blocks 
Subtotal 

Internals Indexing Fixture Region 

RV Flange, IIF Flange, and CSS flange 
Internals Indexing Fixture Inside Surface 
Subtotal 

• Debri s Type : 1 • Loose/Fine Debris 
2 • Surface Fll• Material 
3 • Resolidified Material 

DEBRIS CORE RESIDUAL FUEL 
TYPE • DEBRIS Ckg) Ckg U02> 

1 1.3 0.9 
1 22 .7 16.3 
1 19.0 13.7 

N/A 0 0 
43.0 30.9 

I 16.5 11.9 
1 37 .0 26.6 

N/A 0 0 
N/A 0 0 
N/A 0 0 

I 4.9 ·3.5 
1 21.2 15.2 

164.9 118.6 

3 0.3 0.2 

4.0 2.9 
248.8 178.9 

I 6.8 4.9 
N/A _o_ 0 

6.8 ---u 

**Includes fuel rod piece assumed full of fuel pellets ; the velght per length of 
rod segment Is I kg/m and contains 80.3 1 U02 <Reference 5. 70> . 
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TABLE 1 (Cont'd) 

Att&c'-tnt 1 
4410-90-L-0026 

RESIDUAL FUEL QUANTIFICATION IN THE REACTOR VESSEL 

LOCATION 

CSS Region 

Vent Valve Seats <Inner Surfaces> 
Hot Leg Openings 
LOCA Bosses 
Inner Surface of CSS 
Top of Lower CSS Flange 

UCSA Region 

Baffle Plate Inside Surface 
Baffle Plate OUtside Surface 
Baffle Plate Flow Holes and Bolt Holes 
Former ~lates Top and Bottoa Surfaces 
For.er Plates Edge Holes 
Core Barrel Inner Surface 
Orifice Holes to Ther.al Shield Cap 
Subtotal 

LCSA Region 

LGRS Top Surface and Peripheral Flow Holes 
Between LGRS and LGOP 
LGOP Peripheral Flow Holes 
Between LGDP and Forging 
Forging Peripheral Flow Holes 
Inside Support Post Stubs 
Between Forging and IGSP <Includes IGSP 

Flow Holes> 
Between IGSP and Flow Distributor 
Flow Distributor Flow Holes 
Subtotal 

Bottom Head Region 

Head Surface 
Incore Instrument Nozzles 
Standing Incore Guide Tubes 
Subtotal 

Surface Film Depos its <See Table 5-6> 

- 12 -

DEBRIS 
TYPE 

1 
I 
1 

N/A 
1 

3 
3 
1 

1,3 
N/A 
N/A 

3 

1,3 
1,3 
N/A 
1 ,3 

3 
HIA 
1,3 

1,3 
HIA 

1 
1,3 

3 

2 

CORE 
DEBRIS <kg> 

12.2 
0.3 
1.1 
0 
1.4 

15.0 

23 .3 
23 .3 
14.6 
54 .8 
0 
0 
1.3 

117.3 

56 .6 
2.6 
0 
1.5 

123.8 
0 

182 .0"* 

7.6 
0 

374. 1 

1.1.2 
12.8 
8.2 

32 .2 

N/A 

RESIDUAL FUEL 
<ka U02> 

8.7 
0.2 
0.8 
0 
1.0 

"""j"(j-:7 

17.0 
17.0 
10.5 
39.9 
0 
0 
0.9 

85 .3 

41.3 
2.0 
0 
1.1 

89 .9 
0 

132.9"* 

s.s 
_o_ 
272 .7 

8.1 
9.2 

___§_& 
23 .3 

__l.:l 

TOTAL • 608.8 kg 
0531P 



TABLE Z 

Attach81nt 1 
441o-90-L-OOZ6 

COMPAAISOM OF MODEL TO ESTIMATED REMAINING fUEL MASSES 

LOCATION 

Bott011 Htid 

UCSA 

LCSA 

MASS OF UOz <kg> 

ESTIMATED 

23. 3 

85. 3 

272 . 7 

MODEL 

zoo 
240 

2,470 

NOTES : 1. Estlaated quantities were taken fr011 Table 1 of this docu-.nt. 

z. The other regions of the AV that contain debris were considered to 
be separated fr011 the areas of Interest by large distances (>30. 5 
em <12 Inches>] and/or to have saaller- than-SFHL quantities . 

3. The neutron ~ltlp11catlon of a fuel aass Is not only Influenced 
by eass : the configuration of the eass Is also an l.portant 
consideration. 
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